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QUESTION 1

You want to remove the right structural block from a page. Which code should you use? 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What result will be produced by the following layout handle? 

A. On a non-anchored category page the layered navigation will be moved into the main content block. 

B. On an anchored category page the layered navigation will be moved into the main content block. 

C. On an anchored category page the layered navigation will be removed from the page. 

D. This XML will produce a syntax error. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to create a wrapper block that uses an HTML tag name which is set by the action setHtmlTagName. The
wrapper block should render all its child blocks within the HTML tag. Which block type should you use to create the
wrapper block? 

A. page/html 

B. page/wrapper 

C. page/div wrapper 

D. page/html_wrapper 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Given the following HTML code, how are the divs "#column1", "#column2", and "#column3" displayed on the page? 

A. The 3 divs are displayed side-by-side and their borders are adjacent to each other. 

B. The 3 divs are displayed side-by-side; however their borders overlap with each other. 

C. The divs "#column1" and "#column2" are displayed side-by-side. The div "=column3" appears below " # column1". 

D. The divs are displayed on top of one another. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

If you open an HTML document with the following code sample in the browser, what will you see in the text 

of the two Alerts in the browser? 
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A. "1" and "1" 

B. "2" and "2" 

C. "1" and "Undefined" 

D. "2" and "false" 

E. "false" and "false" 

F. "Undefined" and "Undefined" 

Correct Answer: B 
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